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* Presentation was originally presented by Forest Service personnel at the Black Hills Ecologist and Botanist 
Workshop in Rapid City, SD in March 2016.   The original presentation was revised by Council for Bighorn Range in 
February 2021 with additional information acquired through Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests.

* Written notes are presented under each photo, be sure to pull down on scroll bar on the right side of each note 
window to make sure you have seen all the discussion with each photo.
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* Western Farmer Stockman presented 13-part series (Jan 15-Jan 16) discussing Forest Service efforts to adjust 
permitted AUMs on the Tongue Range District between 2005-2012.  
* Story told from number of perspectives:  permittees, Ag industry leaders, environmental groups, state agencies, 
federal agencies, Univ of WY 

* Contact Council for Bighorn Range for electronic copies of articles if interested.  
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• Background to the conflict

• Changes in management

• Resource response 

* Presentation will provide a little background that led to the conflict, some of the changes in 
management/monitoring of livestock grazing that occurred since the mid 1990’s and show some slides showing 
resource response since those changes were made. 
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* View looking east or downstream along the N. Tongue River drainage.
* Previous range analysis maps compiled 40+ years ago classified all the open grasslands and shrublands (non-
forested areas) shown in photo as suitable range.  
* Carrying capacity estimated by assigning areas of suitable range an Ac/AUM rating based upon the plant association 
(vegetative type) and condition class (poor, fair, good, excellent) rating.  
* The Ac/AUM rating would vary as the plant association and/or the condition class of that plant association changed 
on the landscape
* No adjustments were made for slope, distance from water or other management concerns 
* Result – most allotments were stocked or permitted from 0.9 to approx. 2.0 Ac/AUM with average 1.7 Ac/AUM
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* To help visualize that stocking rate on the ground – most folks are familiar with size of football field (approximately 
1.24 Ac) 
* With help of GIS – each red square is approximately the size of football field.  
* Imagine all non-forested areas from the creek bottom in the center of the photo to the top of each ridge having 
little red squares slightly larger than a football field and then placing a cow and calf in each square for a month.  
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* Annual use monitoring in the 1990’s showed there were areas grazed at high intensity levels across the District 
every year – not necessarily the same pasture every year but sites like this were not uncommon.  
* This 1996 photo shows high intensity from foreground to underneath aspen along top of photo
* Note there is very little aspen regeneration and the few suckers that were present were very heavily browsed 
preventing replacement stands to develop.
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* This 1998 photo shows similar use levels near small riparian area with the limited willow plants heavily browsed.
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* This 1999 photo shows high intensity in uplands adjacent to small stream.

* This photo and previous 2 photos were from annual use monitoring records from three different years on three 
different allotments to show areas of heavy use were not uncommon in the 1990’s.  
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1995 Bighorn Vegetation 

Grazing Guidelines

• Stubble Height Guidelines for Riparian

• Percent Use Guidelines for Uplands

* During the 1990’s the Bighorn NF started receiving outside attention and yearly FOIAs (Freedom of Information Act 
requests) from environmental groups.  The primary issues raised were grazing intensity levels & amounts of e-coli 
contained in water samples taken from the North Tongue River west of Bear Lodge
* Forest had not yet completed an Environmental Assessment (EA) or Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) to 
address the impacts of livestock grazing on all grazing allotments to meet requirements of 1995 Rescissions Act
* Forest developed and implemented Bighorn NF Vegetation Grazing Guidelines (BNFVGG) in 1995 to help provide 
interim management direction until the NEPA documents could be completed.
* Key component – provided a maximum allowable use guideline for riparian (stubble height or SH) and uplands 
(percent utilization)
* Emphasis on SH with theory if allowable use guidelines were met in the riparian the uplands would take care of 
themselves (years of monitoring after 2005 showed that did not happen in many areas)  
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* Residual SH measurements were taken using paced transects, measuring 50 wide leaved carex (sedge) plants, 
generally within 2 ft of green line, of perennial streams or randomly across riparian if no live stream present.   
* Greenline defined as “the first perennial vegetation that forms a lineal grouping of community types on or near the 
waters edge” so measurements are basically taken within 2 ft of stream
* Wide leaved carex plants selected because they are highly palatable herbaceous plants typically found in 
abundance in desirable (preferred) riparian plant communities 
* Protocol explained and demonstrated to permittees in multiple training sessions but more often than not there 
were disagreements between FS and permittee measurements.  
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* SH Guideline (amount of residual forage) was dependent on when livestock were removed from pasture:
Prior to Aug 1st:  4.0” Avg Leaf  or  5.0” Longest leaf (allowed for regrowth)
After Aug 1st:  6.0” Avg leaf  or  7.0” Longest leaf

* When doing self monitoring, permittee could choose to measure the average length of all leaves of the same plant 
or just the single longest leaf of designated plant
* This stream measured 6.5” longest leaf so represents what was necessary to meet guideline
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* Traditional utilization can be measured in variety of ways – Bighorn NF primarily used ocular estimates and clipping 
of paired plots to compare grazed vegetation outside cage with ungrazed vegetation inside cage.
* BNFVGG helped to standardize efforts to monitor but in many cases heavy use like shown in photo continued.  
* Between 1997-2002 Tongue District had over 600 documented observations of use with overall results 50-50 on 
meeting not meeting.
* Permittees & Forest Service often disagreed with ocular estimates but didn’t have time to clip cages.  To clip a cage 
like shown here took 1-3 hours, needed 5-10+ cages/ key area to obtain statistical sample & had 80-100 key areas on 
Tongue District.  With limited budgets and personnel clipping everywhere was impractical.  
* After 5-7 years of disagreements and third-party involvement on behalf of the permittees – Forest received 
recommendation from University of Wyoming to consider using modified Robel pole.  Rocky Mountain Research 
Station (Rapid City, SD) calibrated pole specific to vegetation types on the Bighorn NF in 2003-04. Calibration allowed 
the methodology to provide a statistically reliable estimate of standing crop or residual standing forage on sites 
where methodology was used.  
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2005 Record of Decision for 

Tongue AMP 
• Adaptive management

• Adjust on date from June 16 to July 1

• Monitor 3 years to determine carrying capacity

Riparian – stubble height

Uplands – primarily modified Robel pole &                  

percent use where pole N.A.

• Consistently meet allowable use guidelines

4 out of 5 years

* Tongue AMP and NEPA documents finalized & signed in Jan 2005.  Management direction applied to all allotments 
in the Tongue River drainage analysis area on the Medicine Wheel & Tongue Ranger Districts
* Adaptive mgmt. means:  plan, implement, monitor, change as monitoring indicates necessary & repeat cycle.  Idea 
is to keep decision dynamic rather than forcing a new NEPA analysis to make minor mgmt. modifications
* Previous on date was 6/16 for most allotments on Tongue District.  Prior to 2005 cattle not allowed on Forest until 
6/23-7/1 due to lack of forage development 60-70% of the time.  Decision permanently changed on date to 6/26-7/1 
on those allotments (no change on Medicine Wheel allotments).  The on date adjustment was implemented on most 
allotments in 2006.  
* Because of concerns with past levels of grazing use and more than 50% of long-term monitoring transects (Parker 3-
Step) re-read in 2002 indicating a downward trend – ROD required 3 consecutive years of monitoring to determine 
carrying capacity.  Allowable use guidelines for riparian remained same as under BNFVGG but changed to a herbage 
left for uplands with native grasses.  Traditional utilization remained the guidelines in uplands with exotic grasses.  
The modified Robel pole methodology was used to monitor uplands managed under herbage left guidelines.
* Decision required allotments to consistently meet grazing guidelines (defined as 4 out of every 5 years).  Required 
an adjustment in livestock numbers and/or season of use if not consistently met.  
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•“Residual vegetation better reflects 

grazing severity than percent use data 

because it determines how well wildlife, 

watershed, livestock & aesthetic values 

are maintained.” 

J.L. Holechek & D. Galt.  2000.  Grazing Intensity Guidelines.                               

Rangelands 22(3)

DB1

* Main reasons for going to herbage left was to decrease disagreements (between permittees and FS) over 
monitoring results and to provide more assurance that needs for other resources would be consistently met 
* Easier and less time consuming to measure standing residual than to measure what was removed   
* Under traditional utilization (which allowed use of 50% of current year’s production) – determining amount of 
forage removed is a moving target depending on that year's production.  During low production (drought) years 50% 
residual may not adequately provide for other uses.  
* Under herbage left – residual remains constant no matter the production and only forage production above that 
level is available for livestock grazing each year.  Assures a constant level for other uses when guidelines are fully met.  
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Change in Methodologies Require Paradigm 

Shift in Allowable Use

1. Amount removed vs. Amount remaining

2. Forage species vs. Total herbage

Modified Robel Pole offers greater statistical 

reliability than Traditional Utilization

* The management change required two major paradigm shifts on how to look at allowable use:  1) traditional 
utilization measures amount removed, and herbage left measure amounts remaining.  2) Utilization is based on 
palatable forage species and herbage left is based on the total herbaceous plant community.  
* There is no direct cross walk between the two.  In other words, cannot use pre and post graze readings on the 
modified Robel pole to get traditional utilization because the two methods measure different portions of the plant 
community present on site.    
* Monitoring with modified Robel pole does nothing more than provide an estimate of the standing crop of 
vegetation remaining on the site at the time the monitoring is completed.
* Statistics: most natural resource monitoring methodologies designed to be 80% reliable to be within 20% of the 

means. By applying 1 sided t-test (basically asks question is results less than guideline) to 
the results to minimum of 4 Robel pole transects per key area reliability could be raised 
to 95%.
* No other known natural resource monitoring method comes close to the reliability of 
monitoring with modified Robel pole.  Just as importantly, results can be achieved in 2.5-
3 hours per site.  
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* Modified Robel Pole consists of two approx. 1” diameter poles, one alternately painted with 0.5” wide grey and 
white bands.  Bands are numbered beginning with Band 0 at the ground level.  A string or rope 4 meters in length is 
attached to both poles at the height of 1 meter.   The observer lowers his eye level to the height of the rope and 
reads the lowest number band that he can see all or any portion thereof.  The result is the number of bands that are 
totally obscured by vegetation (known as VOR or Visual Obstruction Reading) surrounding the numbered pole.  
* Four readings, one in each cardinal direction is taken at each station.  A transect consists of 20 stations, each a 
minimum of 10 meters apart, resulting in a transect  approx. 200 meters in length with a total of 80 VOR readings.  
* Four transects (320 VOR readings) are read in each key area.  Each pasture has one or more key areas previously 
identified in the Tongue AMP and Annual Operating Instructions provided each permittee before each grazing 
season.  
* View here is one of several training sessions the Bighorn NF presented for permittees and interested third parties in 
2005 and 2006.   
* Method easily learned with consistent results between readers (no matter previous experience) achieved in 1-2 
hours time. 
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* Shows the view the reader would be seeing when taking VOR.  This is a key area on sedimentary soils prior to 
livestock grazing. 
* The Bighorn allowable use guideline for key areas on sedimentary soils is Band 5 with Band 4 acceptable.  To fully 
meet guideline the average of the 320 readings taken over the 4 transects would have to be equal to or greater than 
4.0 bands.
* The Bighorn allowable use guideline for key areas on granitic soils was Band 5.  To fully meet guideline the average 
of the 320 readings taken over the 4 transects  would have to be equal to greater than 5.0 bands.  
* It is important to note that the modified Robel pole transects are read in areas dominated with native vegetation 
with no or very little exotic grasses.  In key areas with sagebrush, the angles of the four readings taken at each station 
may have to be altered so a reading can be taken with no interference from all or a portion of a sagebrush plant.  
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* Same pasture as previous slide to show residual necessary to meet guideline.  The 
average for this area was between 4 and 5 bands which represents approx. 1250 lbs/ac 
of residual forage.
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2005-2008 Grazing Seasons

Monitored 12 Allotments containing 48          

pastures and 78 key areas

Stocking adjusted on all 12 Allotments 

Reductions varied from 30-65% 

* Tongue District monitored grazing allotments for 4 consecutive years.  Data set had over 800 Robel pole & between 
2-300 stubble height transects.
* A representative from WY Department of Agriculture was present for the collection of data the 4th year.  At the end 
of the grazing season the representative agreed stocking adjustments on an individual allotment basis were necessary 
and sat in on meetings with the permittees when the adjustments to be implemented were explained.
* Stocking adjustments implemented primarily between 2009-2012 with no more than a 20% reduction in any one 
year.  
* An unexpected result of the monitoring effort was the upland use by monitoring with Robel pole became trigger 
point to move livestock – reached the upland guideline (Band 5) first over riparian stubble height  guidelines approx. 
70-80% of time.  Emphasizes the importance of monitoring both uplands and riparian and not just relying on the 
riparian vegetation adjacent to the streams.  
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2017 Bighorn NF Received Proposal to

Re-evaluate Modified Robel Pole

• Effort Led by Group of Permittees, Sheridan County 

Conservation District  and University of Wyoming

• Received Funding from Guardians of the Range and 

Wyoming Department of Agriculture (RHAP)

• Study Proposed to Gather More Spatial and Temporal 

Data in Relation to the Robel Pole Methodology & 

Possibly Change Allowable Use Guidelines

* A group of permittees, not satisfied with residual allowable use guidelines as implemented by the Bighorn NF, have 
contacted the University of Wyoming (UW) to have a third party take another look at the modified Robel pole 
methodology to see if:  1) the modified Robel pole was correctly calibrated to the Bighorn NF, and 2) the allowable 
use guidelines are appropriate or if they should be changed so a band reading less than 5 would meet guideline (i.e. 
allow livestock to remove more forage and lower the residual amount for other resource uses)

* The UW Range Department and UW Cooperative Extension agreed to design and oversee a masters student study 
to collect additional data on the use of the modified Robel pole on the Bighorn NF.  

* Sheridan County Conservation District completed grant application and served as fiscal sponsor/manager of the 
project at the request of UW and the permittees.  

* Funding received from: 

1) Guardians of the Range – a nonprofit organization whose members are primarily grazing permittees on federal 
lands

2) Wyoming Department of Agriculture Range Health Assessment Program (RHAP):  a state funded program that 
fosters and assists in collaborative efforts to monitor rangelands involving permittees and 
federal agencies.  

According to WDA Chapter 15 Regulations:  “The short‐term goal of the program is to sustain 
viable levels of federal land grazing by providing credible data to assist federal land agencies in 
completing required permit National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) analysis and to enable 
agencies and permittees to defend against challenges to grazing permit renewals and 
management plans. The long‐term goal of the program is to assess trends in the health of all 
rangelands and assure the use of credible data in making adjustments in their management 
where indicated. Monitoring will help maintain or improve the economic viability of the 
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livestock grazing industry and its contribution to the Wyoming economy.”
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• Cooperative Monitoring Agreement Stated:

1. Tongue District to provide training session      

on use of the modified Robel pole

2. Data must be collected within 7 days of 

livestock leaving a pasture 

* Tongue District provided training sessions for field going personnel at the beginning of the 2018 grazing season.  

* Data collection was required within 7 days after livestock were removed from a pasture – the same requirement 
used by the Tongue District in their annual use monitoring.  
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• Data Gathered During the 2018-2020 

Grazing Seasons 

• Tongue District Received First Information 

and Copy of Study 1 Day Before 

Published in Rangeland Ecology & 

Management Journal in July 2022

* Rocky Mountain Deputy Regional Forester signed letter on March 2, 2009 outlining requirements that must be met 
for the Forest Service to accept and defend any monitoring information collected by cooperators. One of those 
requirements was the Forest Service must verify the validity and accuracy of the information submitted.  

Tongue District provided web site where data could be downloaded electronically but after three summers of data 
collection (2018-2020) no information had been shared.

First information provided to the Tongue District occurred one day before the paper “Refining Robel Pole 
Applications for Grazed Idaho Fescue Grasslands in the Big Horn Mountains, Wyoming” by R. Benjamin, B. Stam, J.D. 
Scasta was officially published in the July 2022 issue of the Rangeland Ecology & Management Journal sponsored by 
the Society for Range Management.  This occurred even though one or more of the authors had made a trip to 
Sheridan to present preliminary findings to a meeting of the permittees following the 2018 grazing season and prior 
to the 2019 grazing season.    
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District Set Up Photo Points as A Long-Term 

Monitoring Tool for Tongue AMP Allotments

Primary Purpose:

1. Document Change in Resource Conditions Should Any          

Change Occur 

2. Evaluate Trend (Up or Down) of Those Changes
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Compare Following Photos From Tongue District 

Photo Points and Ask is There Need to Adjust:

1. Either the Modified Robel Pole and/or Stubble Height 

Monitoring Methodologies 

2. Upland and/or Riparian Allowable Use Guidelines to 

Allocate More Forage to Livestock Grazing
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* Now Look at results on the ground since the management direction outlined in the Tongue AMP was implemented 
in 2005.  

* View of Little Willow Creek in 1996 when livestock left pasture.   Note width of stream and lack of carex lining along 
green line and watch the changes that occur over the next 15 years.   
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* Same reach of stream in 2010 after livestock left pasture.  Note carex (yellowish green leaves) plants starting to 
establish adjacent to stream.  
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* Same area in 2015 at the time livestock left pasture.  Note stream is narrowing and green line is lined with sedges 
and few scattered willows becoming established on bank to right of stream.    
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* This is the same reach of Little Willow Creek shortly after livestock were removed from pasture in 2020.   Stream 
continues to narrow, and carex and other desirable riparian species are well established within 18” of the greenline 
and beginning to establish beyond that point.  Willows adjacent to and to right of stream are well established and 
beginning to expand.  
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*  A different view of Little Willow Creek not far from the previous photos after livestock left the pasture in 1997.  
Note more sedge (yellowish green leaves) present along greenline here but not a solid lining and willows adjacent to 
the stream (center and bottom right corner) and on terrace left of the stream (far left center) are very heavily 
browsed.  
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* View of same reach after livestock left pasture in 2010.  Note residual stubble height of carex 
adjacent to stream and size increase of willows adjacent to stream.  
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* Photo taken approx. 20-30 ft downstream from previous two photos after livestock left pasture in 2015.  
* Sedges dominate along green line 1-2 ft from stream.  Willows adjacent to stream and on terrace to left of stream 
are expanding and increasing in size.  

* Area of high use levels in lower left of photo was type converted to a Kentucky bluegrass/forb plant community and 
remains very palatable to livestock.   Photo shows the riparian allowable use guideline for sedges near the greenline 
was easily met.  
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• Similar view to previous photo taken when livestock were removed from pasture in 2020.  Upland and Riparian 
conditions continue to improve.  Note the increase in number of willows in the riparian and the bare spots in the 
uplands showing in the 1997 photo are gone.   

* Permittees continue to easily meet allowable use guidelines (stubble height) in the riparian.  
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* View of riparian area where several springs contribute to the headwaters of Columbus Creek after livestock were 
removed  in 1996.  

* Riparian area has some carex but dominated by grass and forbs.  
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* Same area after livestock were removed in 2015.  

* Sedges becoming more dominant and wolf and plane leaf willow establishing where there were no signs of willows 
previously.  
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* Reach of Columbus Creek downstream from previous two photos after livestock were removed in 2005.  Note  
there are some sedge plants (yellowish green leaves) present but there is no definable channel.  

* Road in upper right-hand corner was closed at the stream crossing earlier that summer.   
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* Same reach of Columbus Creek after livestock were removed in 2015.  Stream channel is well defined and sedges 
dominate the narrow riparian.  

*  Upland grasses have established on closed road to the right of large rock in right hand corner of photo.  The road 
was ripped with dozer but area was not seeded.    
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* View of unnamed creek in bottom of Dry Fork drainage following grazing in 1999.  
* Note lack of vegetation along stream and little to no aspen regeneration under mature trees.  The few suckers 
present were very heavily browsed.
* Could not determine if browsing by livestock, wildlife or both.  Some thoughts that browsing may be a result of 
livestock removing the best of the herbaceous vegetation forcing wildlife to the woodies when maybe it was not their 

first choice at that time of year.  
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* Same area after livestock were removed in 2010.  Vegetation has increased adjacent to stream but area dominated 
by exotic grasses (timothy) and not desirable riparian species.  More aspen suckers are present but difficult to see 
because they have already dropped their leaves.  
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* Same area following livestock grazing in 2014.
* Note vegetation still establishing along creek – approx. 30% of the stream now has carex as a significant component 
of the plant community.  

* Also note aspen regen – still receiving some browsing but not to the point it is significantly inhibiting growth. 
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* View of unnamed stream in Schuler Park following grazing in 2001.  
* Note lack of well defined stream channel and native grasses making up a major component of what should be the 
riparian area (toe of slope to toe of slope on both sides of stream)
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* Same area following livestock grazing in 2010.  
* Note the stream channel is becoming more defined and the increase in sedges across the entire width of the 
riparian area.  
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* Same area following livestock in 2015.
* Note stream channel well defined and sedges dominate the riparian from toe of slope 
to toe of slope.  
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* Same area after livestock were removed from pasture in 2020.

* Stream channel has narrowed and is well defined.  Sedges dominate the entire riparian with one small willow 
established adjacent to stream in upper center of photo. 

* Note permittees have easily met riparian allowable use guidelines (stubble height) in the previous three photos 
since the 2001 photo.  
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* Another view of small, unnamed stream in Schuler Park upstream from previous set of photos following livestock 
grazing in 2001.   
* Note stream channel, vegetation along the greenline and willow density throughout the area.  
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* Same area following livestock grazing in 2010.
* Note sedges have increased along the greenline and density of Wolf’s willow has increased on both sides of the 
stream.
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* Same area following livestock grazing in 2015.
* Desirable riparian species dominate the area but not a lot of noticeable change from the 2010 photo.    
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* Same view a few days after livestock left the pasture in 2020.

* Note Wolf’s willow continues to increase in density, the stream channel is very well defined and desirable riparian 
species, mostly sedges, dominate the greenline and are becoming more dominant away from the stream and 
between the willows.   

* Note photos show the riparian allowable use guidelines (stubble height) have been easily met in this area since the 
2001 photo.  
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* View looking downstream along Big Willow Creek in 1990 after livestock were removed.  
* Permittee voluntarily reduced livestock and started changing grazing management on the allotment in 2001, five 
grazing seasons before the Tongue AMP was signed.  
* Note width of stream, raw vertical banks and bare slopes to left of stream.  
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* View of same area in 2008.  Allotment was approved for nonuse that year.  
* Note sedges (yellowish green leaves) establishing along the greenline causing the stream to narrow.  Also note the 
upland species (native grasses and forbs) establishing on the previous bare slopes to the left of the stream.  
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* Same area in 2014.  Pasture was in nonuse for 3rd time in past 10 years.  
* Note the stream continues to narrow and sedges continue to increase and become dominant along the green line.  
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* View looking upstream along Big Willow Creek from same point as previous three photos.  This photo taken at end 
of high water event in June 1991.   
* Note width of stream, vertical raw banks and lack of riparian species adjacent to stream.
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* View of same area in 2008. Allotment was approved for nonuse that year. 
* Note how the stream width has narrowed, stream banks are well defined and the greenline is dominated by 
riparian species, primarily sedges (yellowish green leaves).  The two small islands in the previous photo are now part 
of the defined bank on the left of the stream and the area behind them has filled in with sediment with well 
established, desirable riparian species.  
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* Same area in 2014.  Pasture was in nonuse for 3rd time in past 10 years.  
* Note width of stream, green line dominated by carex and how carex is expanding away from stream.  
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* View of Dry Gulch following livestock grazing in 1999.  
* Note areas of bare ground and what little vegetation present in the creek bottom was primarily a Kentucky blue 
grass/forb plant community with a few scattered sedge plants.
* Also note heavy use in uplands on terrace to the right side of the gulch.  
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* View of same area in 2008.  Allotment was approved for nonuse that year.  
* Areas of previous bare ground have vegetated, primarily a bluegrass/tufted hairgrass/forb plant community with a 
few scattered sedge plants throughout.   
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* Same area in 2014.  Pasture was in nonuse for 3rd time in past 10 years. 
* A large portion, but not all, of the riparian now dominated by sedges.  Dry Gulch does not run surface water year-
round, thus no defined stream channel has established.  The area remains moist enough, however, to support desired 
riparian plant community.  

* It is important to remember from the on the ground examples shown in the past 30 slides that the upland use 
became the trigger point to move livestock – the upland or Robel pole allowable use guideline was reached first over 
riparian guidelines (stubble height) approx. 70-80% of time.  If upland guidelines are changed, the change in resource 
conditions shown in these last slides could be altered and/or delayed.   Although uplands are important, proper 
functioning riparian areas provide critical habitat to many more wildlife/avian species than the adjacent uplands.  

Now ask yourself the following questions:
1. Is there a valid resource need to modify or change monitoring methodologies and/or upland or riparian 

allowable use guidelines to allocate more forage to livestock grazing???  
2. If permittee on NFS lands – would you rather place livestock on an allotment with conditions shown in Slide 

54 or an allotment with conditions like those shown here???
3. On flip side, as resource manager could you better defend livestock grazing on NFS lands with an allotment   

with conditions like Slide 54 or an allotment with conditions like those shown here???     
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QUESTIONS?

If you have questions or comments on this presentation, please contact Council for the 
Bighorn Range at rdavidson@councilbighornrange.org.   Someone will respond at our 
earliest convenience.  

The Tongue Ranger District has maintained approximately 150 photo points on 10 
different allotments since the Tongue AMP was signed and implemented in 2005.  
Photos from 10 of those photo points appear in this presentation.  Combined these 
photo points document the vegetation changes that have occurred along perennial 
streams and some aspen stands within those allotments over the past 20+ years. If 
you would like to view additional photos from the photo point series shown in this 
presentation or some or all of the photos from the other photo point series on record 
please contact Council for Bighorn Range.  We will do our best to make the photos 
available to you.  
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